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Abstract
The patient, a 77-year-old male, underwent right middle lobectomy for adenocarcinoma of the
lung, pT1aN0M0, in November 2007. In November 2008, chest CT revealed two ground-glass opacities (GGOs) in the right lower lobe. In October 2009, both of these GGOs had increased in size, and
three new GGOs were found. In July 2011, all of the five GGOs had increased in size and three new
GGOs were found yet again. Right lower lobe S6 segmentectomy was performed on September 6,
2011, and histopathological examination revealed eight pulmonary adenocarcinomas in the right
S6; all of them classified as pl0, ly0, v0, pT1aN0M0. Among the eight lesions, the doubling times of
five were measured during the follow-up course, and the mean doubling time was 402 days. The
mean doubling time of the lesions showing high c-erbB2 expression was significantly lesser than
that of the lesions showing low c-erbB2 expression (273 days vs. 488 days, p = 0.047). Despite being localized GGOs that had arisen in the same individual, it should be noted that the growth rate
of the GGO lesions may vary according to the expression level of a molecular markers, and some
GGO lesions may show rapid increase in size.
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1. Introduction

The incidence of multiple primary lung cancers has been reported to range from 0.7% to 15% in patients with
lung cancer [1]-[6]. Small lung cancers visualized as localized ground-glass opacities (GGOs) on diagnostic
imaging are frequently multiple, and are considered to grow relatively slowly [7]-[10]. We report a case with
multiple GGOs in the same lobe of the lung, with different growth rates of the lesions.

2. Case Report
The patient was a 77-year-old male who underwent right middle lobectomy for adenocarcinoma of the lung,
pT1aN0M0, in November 2007. Chest computed tomography (CT) in November 2008 carried out in the course
of postoperative follow-up revealed two localized GGOs measuring 7 mm, and 6 mm in diameter in S6 of the
right lower lobe (Figure 1). On a chest CT obtained in October 2009, the two aforementioned GGOs had grown
to 11 mm and 10 mm, respectively, and three new GGOs measuring 8 mm, 7 mm, and 7 mm, had appeared in
S6 of the right lower lobe. In another chest CT performed in October 2010, the first lesion had grown to 15 mm
and the second to 13 mm in diameter, and each was found to contain an internal solid component. The three lesions found anew in 2009 had also slightly increased in size. In July 2011, the first lesion had grown to 17 mm
in diameter, while the second of the lesions detected on the first follow-up CT remains unchanged in size at 13
mm. Two of the three lesions first detected in 2009 had grown in diameter to 12 mm and 11 mm, while the third
remains unchanged at 9 mm in diameter, and new GGOs measuring 8 mm, 8 mm, and 7 mm were observed yet
again in S6 of the right lower lobe (Figure 2). A diagnosis of multiple lung cancers was made, and right lower
lobe S6 segmentectomy was performed in September, 2011. Histologically, eight pulmonary adenocarcinomas
were observed in the right S6, and all were classified as pl0, ly0, v0, pT1aN0M0; these eight lesions were considered to represent multiple lung cancers. Among the eight GGO lesions, the doubling times of five of the lesions were measured during the postoperative follow-up course, and the mean doubling time was 402 days (255
- 585 days). We examined the expression levels of p53, p16, p27, and c-erbB2 by immunohistochemical staining
of the lesions (Figure 3) to evaluate the possible existence of a relationship between the tumor protein expression and the tumor doubling time. The mean doubling time in the lesions showing highc-erbB2 expression was
significantly lesser than that of the lesions showing low c-erbB2 expression (273 days vs. 488 days, p = 0.047).
There were no relationships between the mean doubling time and the expression levels of p53, p16, or p27. The
patient has shown no evidence of recurrence to date.

3. Discussion
Recent developments in various imaging techniques have increased our ability to identify synchronous multiple
primary lung cancers. The incidence of multiple primary lung cancers has been reported to range from 0.7% to
15% among patients of lung cancer [1]-[6]. In particular, pulmonary adenocarcinomas that are visualized as localized GGOs on diagnostic imaging are known to be multiple frequently [6], and such adenocarcinomas are
considered to grow relatively slowly [7]-[10]. Aoki et al. reported that the mean doubling time of Noguchi type
A and B adenocarcinoma was 880 days [9]. Hasegawa et al. reported that the mean tumor doubling time of
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Figure 1. Chest CT in November 2008 showing two localized GGOs measuring
7 mm (a), and 6 mm (b) in diameter in S6 of the right lower lobe.
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Figure 2. Chest CT in July 2011: (a) One of the two GGO lesions found in 2008 had increased in diameter from 7 mm to
17 mm, and containing an internal solid component; (b) The other GGO found in 2008, also showing a solid component,
had increased in diameter from 6 mm to 13 mm; (c)-(e) Multiple lesions are visualized in S6 of the right lower lobe.
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Figure 3. Immunohistochemical staining for c-erbB2; positive staining (a); negative staining (b).

GGO lesions was 813 ± 375 days [10]. Because biopsy of these lesions is sometimes difficult, these slowgrowing small GGO lesions are currently considered to be candidates for observation rather than for definitive
diagnosis or treatment [11]. Hiramatsu et al. reported that some independent factors affecting the growth rates of
GGO lesions include the initial tumor size and the history of lung cancer [8]. However, in our case, the mean
doubling time of multiple GGO lesions was 402 days, and the shortest doubling time was 255 days, being shorter than that reported in the past.
There are two possible reasons for the rapid and uneven growth rates of GGO lesions in our case. First of all,
these lesions were probably not multiple primary lung cancers, but pulmonary metastases (PM); secondly, they
showed differences in molecular characteristics. In regard to the differential diagnosis between multiple lung
cancers and PM, none of the lesions in this case showed evidence of lymphatic invasion or extrapulmonary metastases. According to the diagnostic criteria advocated by Martini [12], we considered the lesions as unlikely to
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be pulmonary metastases. On the other hand, for investigation of the tumor characteristics, we examined the expression levels of four different biomarkers in the tumors by immunohistochemical staining [13]-[19]. The results revealed a correlation between the growth rate and the expression level of c-erbB2, with the mean doubling
time of the lesions in the high c-erbB2 expression group being significantly lesser than that of the lesions in the
low c-erbB2 expression group. The high expression of c-erbB2 has been reported as an independent unfavorable
prognostic factor in patients with non-small cell lung cancer [17]. It may be possible that differences in biomarker expression are reflected in the growth rates of GGO lesions. Despite being localized GGO lesions arising
in the same individual, the findings in this case suggested that differences in the expression levels of biomarkers
in individual GGOs may be associated with different growth rates of small GGO lesions.

4. Conclusion
Herein, we have reported a case of multiple primary adenocarcinomas with different growth rates in the same
lobe of the lung. The findings in this case suggested the possibility of such lesions showing different growth
rates depending on differences in the expression levels of molecular markers in the individual tumors. Despite
being localized GGOs that had arisen in the same individual, it should be noted that the growth rate of the GGO
lesions may vary according to the expression level of a molecular markers, and some GGO lesions may show
rapid increase in size.
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